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Statement of Thesis
Design:

The understanding, analyzing, and synthesizing of

implicit and explicit design inputs.

Robert William McCaughan

INTRODUCTION
Architectural design as we know i t has only been with us for
the last twenty or thirty years.

Prior to this period architecture

was a very formal, ordered, and proportioned enterprise.

For hundreds

of years there were the books by Vitruvius, Palladio's influences
and the Golden Mean and other such architectural laws.
About the mid 1800's things changed.

Man's level of informa

tion started to increase in a geometric manner rather than the gradual
upward straight line.

This dramatic increase in information resulted

in a sensational change in man's manner of living, work, and recrea
tion.

I t was this spectacular change that prompted the great

undercurrents of change in design that really surfaced about 1895.
The year 1895 is used because i t was about this time that Sullivan's
Transportation Building at the Chicago Exposition came about and
Behren's innovative industrial work in Germany appeared.

I t is true

that the greatest impacts came by individuals that did their chief
work after this time such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies Van Der Rohe,
Le Corbusier, and AlvarAalto. But about 1895, the factions of modern
architecture were initiating encroachments upon classical design.
Do not be led to believe that the classical methods of design
have no value.

There were and are certain rules of proportion and

relationships that we would do well to consider in this "modern"
world where frequently things of the past are discarded as

archaic.

The (1) understanding, (2) analysis, and (3) synthesis of

(4) implicit and (5) explicit design inputs requires an open mind and
not a tunnel vision view in which one only perceives many of the
things in our contemporary world.
Understanding, analysis, and synthesis are fairly simple,
straightforward ideas.

But i t is not understanding these words but

the use of them as concepts for the transition from an idea to a
structure that is important.

The inputs, both implicit and explicit,

are the blocks to be used by these concepts to build a design project.
Most designers would generally agree that the inputs for
decision making in design are of two kinds, one being explicit such
as facts about a particular item, the other being implicit, intuitive,
or nebulous in concept.
Understanding—To grasp the reasonable or logical character
of: Interpret or explain successfully to oneself.
Analysis--A detailed examination of anything complex made
in order to understand i t s nature or to determine i t s
essential features: A thorough study.
Synthesis--The combination of separate elements of sensation
or thought into a whole.
Implicit--Capable of being understood from something else
though unexpressed: Capable of being inferred: Not
appearing overtly: Tacit and underlying: Capable
of being derived from implication.

ExpJJcrt--Characterized by f u l l clear expressing: Being
without vagueness or ambiguity: Leaving nothing implied.
2. Clearly and fully developed or formulated.1
And designers tend to operate in one range or the other.

This

is not to say that designers are not making both inputs work for them
effectively but i t is to indicate that most designers are oriented
toward factual, clear inputs while others are more oriented toward
intuitive, inferred inputs that may not be verified or rationalized.
In fact, i t is the effective designer who realizes his strengths and
weaknesses in utilizing these inputs.
To realize one's strengths and weaknesses, one must embark
on evaluation of design.

I t is this evaluation that allows one to

understand the differences between explicit inputs and implicit inputs
and learn to evaluate them in their proper perspective and order in
design.

I t is necessary, therefore, to understand the major

characteristics and extremes in design to be able to understand how
the process works.
Implicit-explicit, order-disorder, rational-irrational, logici l l ogic, and the infinity of other extremes in our society have a
common bond; they vaguely define the perimeter of our intellectual
experiences.

These extremes are where new ideas are formed, b u i l t ,

^Philip Babcock Gove, ed., Webster's Third New International
Dictionary (of the English Language) (Springfield, Mass: G&C Merriam
Company, Publisher), 1966.

and tested.
tecture?

Is the extreme experience the answer to design in archi

Probably not.

But i t is where we expand, grow, and

incorporate fresh new experience and ideas.
designs are a synthesis of the extremes.

But timeless or great

I t is this coming together

that potentially makes great architecture.
The great cathedrals of the Gothic Period are a splendid
example of the bringing of innovative and expanding concepts together
with functional and spiritual requirements.

I t is my opinion that this

marriage of explicit and implicit inputs is the key to effective design.
In the case of Gothic cathedrals, the introduction of the Gothic arch
and vaulting is explicit; that i s , i t was a superior structural ele
ment.

Other explicit ideas were such things as number of people to

serve, Bishops' area, or number of chapels required.

Implicit design

inputs would be such things as spiritual quality, beauty, idea of
altar being above the floor line, and the cathedral being in the shape
of a cross.
There s t i l l are design innovations developed from the marriage
of these extremes.

Some are primarily demonstrative, others primarily

tacit, and others are a combination of both.

I t is this combination

that yields the greatest return in the long run.
Frequently the carefully defined or explanatory area of design
is the primary mode of operation for designers, but all too often i t
is used solely as the basis of design.

This may be because functions

are known; i t is a teachable system; and i t is very easily rational
ized.

Mies Van Der Rohe is an outstanding example of these almost

singularly operative design approaches.
Mies Van Der Rohe used logic to the point of almost considering
i t to be a real item or thing itself.

2

the other hand was almost evangelistic.

Le Corbusier's rationalism on
3

Here design is approached

in such a way as to change the nature of form.

Each project was care

fully documented in both a verbal and an architectural manner, each
idea expressed in a carefully defined way.

Walter Gropius on the

other hand was an exponent of pure functional ism and carried this out
in his bauhaus.

4

Essentially these individuals were great designers.

Some individuals believe these gentlemen are of great value
and others believe they are of limited value.

I t appears that their

efforts have a trace of greatness and are in the magnitude of
phenomenal.

I t was they who ventured into new territories of design.

I t was they that were great searchers of the extreme, great because

2

Arthur Brexler, Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe (New York:
Brazi1ler, Inc., 1960).
3

Francoise Choay, Le Corbusier (New York:
Inc., 1960).
4

/
Frederick Gutheim, Alvar Aalto (New York:
Inc., 1960).

George

George Braziller,
George Braziller,

they show me where the extremes of defined design are and I can learn
from the experience or quality they have developed in design.

The

study of their works helps to define the rational and factual areas
of the processes.

This is not to say that an emotional aspect of

their works does not exist but i t does indicate that the primary
mode is explicit in nature.

True Le Corbusier buildings frequently

had an implicit input that is described as monumental but the primary
design input appears to be based on clearly defined and functional
requirements.

I t is foolish to believe that there are no implicit

characteristics in even the most explicit based designs.

Mies Van

Der Rohe's structures were taken to their most basic elements but
even here there is the concept of separation which is an implicit
idea regarding the isolation of elements or components.

An excellent

case in point is the Barcelona Pavilion.
On the other hand, Hector Guimard
other extreme.

5

and Antoni Gaudi

6

They were into a revolt against rationalism.

are the
In fact,

Gaudi pushed i t to the point that the surrealistic artist by the name
of Dali once referred to Gaudi's work as terrifying.

Antoni Gaudi

5 F.

Lanier Graham, Hector Guimard (Museum of Modern Art,
Philadelphia: Meriden Gravure Company, 1970).
6 James

York:

Johnson Sweeney, Josep Lluis Sert, Antoni Gaudi (New
Praeger Publishers, printed in Germany, 1970).

understood structure extremely well.

In fact he used Gothic struc

tural principles that had been long neglected.

What he did not do was

use explicit approaches to define the structure or its aspects.

Gaudi

interpreted the idea of emotion as an integral design quality.

The

elaborate nature of the decoration, space, and forms that he developed
were implicit in nature and the overriding aspect in his design.
was noted above, Gaudi understood structure extremely well.

As

He went

so far as to build structural models and weight them to establish how
the structure would transfer and carry the loads.
Hector Guimard on the other hand seems almost arbitrary in
some of his homes.

The manner in which sunlight is brought in is a

dramatic example of this.

True, the components he developed in some

of his works such as the entrances to the Metro in Paris, France,
are l i t t l e more than ornate signage or decoration; but in the few
homes he did, the play of sunlight, iron, and wood are into the area
of implicit inputs and concepts, probably so much so they are d i f f i 
cult to evaluate or understand.
Does the study of these extremes benefit the student of
design?

Of course.

But i t is the marriage of the implicit and

explicit inputs that is potentially the key to timeless and great
architecture.

Timeless architecture--what is it?

I t appears to be

works that all generations seem to revere, deal with, and feel com
fortable in--the Pantheon, Hagia Sophia, great cathedrals of Europe

and temples of Asia.

To evaluate recent architecture as timeless may

be premature and probably untimely but i t may be possible to hypothe
size upon those that have created some examples of timeless works
through the marriage of explicit and implicit inputs.
Wright,

7

Alvar Aalto,

8

and Louis Kahn

9

Frank Lloyd

may be good examples of this

marriage.
I t is not the intention to say all the works these men did
were of this nature but their greatest pieces appear to be.

An exam

ple of this is Louis I . Kahn in the beginnings of his personal works
1950-1956.

He tended to appear to adhere to Mies Van Der Rohe's phi

losophy of explicit design (Mies discouraged consideration or discus
sion of aesthetic character of his buildings* 0 ) but promptly broke away
from this to achieve his own entirely different quality.

This quality

which one may contend is of great architecture appears to be the inte
gration of implicit and explicit inputs in one's design approach.

7 Vincent

Scully, Frank Lloyd Wright (New York:
Braziller, Inc., 1960).
g
Gutheim.
Q

Vincent Scully, Louis I . Kahn (New York:
Inc., 1962).
10D

i

Brexler.

George

George Braziller,

Wright and Aalto were also of this vein.

They all experi

mented and molded out of implicit and explicit input great design and
architecture.

All have done some poor work but all show a thread of

greatness.
Mies Van Der Rohe and other international style architects are
not included in this category of timeless works.
attacked as faceless, unemotional, and harsh.

This style is being

The reaction that is

developing against this form of architecture among laymen and young
designers is so dramatic that some even believe this is to be the
very most desolate and inferior period of man's architectural design
history. 1 1

This is not to say that these architectural ideas have no

value but that they may have lost sight of the implicit inputs which
are necessary to create a lasting and aesthetic environment for man
to live and operate in.

I t may be able to be described by the general

feeling of many designers about Frank Lloyd Wright's house "Falling
Water" in Pennsylvania.

I t has been described as sculpture for

living, sculpture being the implicit inputs derived from experiencing
i t and living being the explicit function that i t so appropriately
included.

1Barnes

Fitch, "A Funny Thing Happened," AIA Journal (January,

1980), pp. 66-68.

Wright and Aalto were also of this vein.

They all experi

mented and molded out of implicit and explicit input great design and
architecture.

All have done some poor work but all show a thread of

greatness.
Mies Van Der Rohe and other international style architects are
not included in this category of timeless works.
attacked as faceless, unemotional, and harsh.

This style is being

The reaction that is

developing against this form of architecture among laymen and young
designers is so dramatic that some even believe this is to be the
very most desolate and inferior period of man's architectural design
history. 1 1

This is not to say that these architectural ideas have no

value but that they may have lost sight of the implicit inputs which
are necessary to create a lasting and aesthetic environment for man
to live and operate in.

I t may be able to be described by the general

feeling of many designers about Frank Lloyd Wright's house "Falling
Water" in Pennsylvania.

I t has been described as sculpture for

living, sculpture being the implicit inputs derived from experiencing
i t and living being the explicit function that i t so appropriately
included.

U James

Fitch, "A Funny Thing Happened," AIA Journal (January,

1980), pp. 66-68.

Wright stated in 1939 in his London Lectures, "Every great
architect is necessarily a great poet."

12

A great poet must have

a good grasp of his language (explicit) and be able to deal with the
dreams, emotions, and experiences of the human race (implicit).

1 2 Scully,

Frank Lloyd Wright, p. 11.

CHAPTER 1
"There is no such thing as absolute order.
thing as absolute disorder."'''

There is no such

Probably true, but there are many in

our culture that adhere to extremes in these areas.

These extremes

in architecture may be based on implicit wants and/or the explicit
inputs, implicit being the design state where images are developed
intuitively or without any clear or direct facts.

Implicit may include

such things as the human spirit; emotion; idea of bigness, smallness,
beauty; or love.
or hard data.

Explicit, on the other hand, are direct relationships

Demonstrative information may be pure computer design

where one breaks decisions into mathematical symbols and/or direct
relationships in extreme cases.

More likely i t is approaching design

in a functional manner creating a design from space requirements,
structure, and environmental demands.

This defined area of design may

include such things as testable goals, functional requirements, economy
and requirements about form.
Some architecture, engineering, and construction are all too
frequently only functional responses or responses to problems in our
environment.

1 Piet

This type of response is not bad when used with and as

Hein, "Of Order and Disorder, Science and Art, and The
Solving of Problems," (speech at Aspen International Design Conference,
June, 1967), Architectural Form Management, CXXVII (December, 1967),
64-5.

a complementary part of total design which must include both factual
or concrete information and the more nebulous and intuitive character
istics of man.

But as the case may have i t , much of architecture,

engineering, and construction has used the explicit design approach
so exclusively that i t has reduced the structures of our environment
to cold, sterile, impersonal, and, in some cases, unyielding forms
designed for and from structural systems and square footages.

"In

the period just passing a dominant designer group has been the
engineers, a breed not noted for i t s aesthetic sophistication or its
p
awareness of the consequences of i t s activities."
This is not to say
that all architects are sensitive and all engineers cold.

Hardly!

The architect Mies Van Der Rohe could scarcely be considered sensitive
to human values other than the cold spiritual experience.

On the

other hand, some engineers or individuals with engineering backgrounds
have exemplified themselves.

A notable example is the French bridge

designer Mai 11 art who has received architectural awards for some of
his sensitive bridge designs.
Experiments in computer modeled design and designs such as
Mies Van Der Rohe's works (Mies' work is characterized by logic) help
us to understand what the limits of explicit concepts can be.

2

George Nelson, "The Future of the Object," Industrial
Magazine, March-April, 1979, p. 27.

These

deducible designs potentially give us the knowledge of how to give
order and reason so our future designs will reflect man's orderly
and functional side of life.
On the other hand, the implicit extreme might be well illustrated by John Cage who adheres to spontaneity, I ching,

and chance.

"Most people believe that I'm interested in chance and don't realize
that I use chance as a discipline--they think I use i t —I don't know-. . .
4
as a way of giving up making choices."

Chance is an extreme in

design, but nevertheless teaches us things about the design.
Intuitive reasoning carried to this extreme can only show us a
creative example.

To believe in this form of implicit extreme is to

embrace disorder, anarchy, and deterioration of reasonable design
fabric.

But there are some valid lessons to be acquired from as

irrational stand as the one above.

This may include such ideas as

openness in thought and design, ferreting out the limits of rational
intuitive design and perceiving when one is deceiving us.
Other extremes on the spontaneous side of architecture or
design might be Antoni Gaudi where mysticism, fascination of form,

3

" I ching"--a form of Oriental thought that the confluences of
inner and outer forces are always with an individual. I t is believed
that one can tap this force at any time for any purpose or decision.
4

/
John Caqe, "View," Point Publications, I , No. 1 (April,
1978), 5.
"

and mutations of form dominate his designs.

His intuitive design

approach appears to be reaction against rationalism and a vote for
a p l a c e f o r t h e s p i r i t o f man t o d w e l l .
learned here.

There is a lesson to be

The s p i r i t of the designer communicates emotion through

the buildings which i s lacking in explicit design approaches.

True,

Gaudi w o r k s may h a v e b e e n t o o i n t e n s e o r e m o t i o n a l f o r t h e s t y l e t o
continue, but the mere fact that they express an idea or emotion gives
them great value.

S p o n t a n e o u s o r f r e e d e s i g n m i g h t b e a way o f r e f e r 

ring to the implicit range of design.

T h e p l a n n i n g o f Hans B e r n a r d

Reichow u s i n g n a t u r a l s t r u c t u r e s i n a c o m p l e t e l y a r b i t r a r y m a n n e r i s
a good e x a m p l e o f t h i s .
Reichow used the t a c i t inputs range t o an extreme.

His

experiment taught us that to break with the mediocre or stylized
created a response situation with the viewer, not that he had the
answer but that t h i s experiment showed us what was reasonable or
conceivable.

P h i l i p J o h n s o n ' s new s k y s c r a p e r f o r B e l l T e l e p h o n e m i g h t

be a good example.

There are severe reactions to the introduction of

t h i s a r b i t r a r y o r i n t u i t i v e i d e a o f t h e way t o c a p o r t e r m i n a t e t h e
building.

This architectural statement and the responses to i t will

give us more information for the implied areas of design.
The t a c i t extremes of design give us the limits or perimeters
which appear to exist and teach us to reach out beyond the everyday

functions of life.

These limits are not boundaries as such but seem

to show us the maximum tolerance of human beings over time.
Why have these designs based heavily or almost exclusively on
implicit or explicit inputs fallen into disfavor?
the fact they are extremes.

Most likely due to

Some individuals revere both Mies Van Der

Rohe's works and also those of Antonio Gaudi.

But there have been,

currently are, and one can assume will be major adverse reactions to
these types of design extremes in the future.
Because they are extreme, they show us many things we can use
to design for the future.

Extremes will s t i l l exist (hopefully), but

perfection in design is a metamorphosis of both extremes and the
mixing of input types to achieve a design.

To study how we design

and to approach explicit and implicit processes consciously, one
starts on the long road to designing and understanding design.
one must study and even force the study of implicit and explicit
inputs and the design based on these inputs.
The study of designing may be a scientific activity;
that is, design as an activity may be subject of scientific
investigation. However, most opinions among designers hold
that the act of designing itself is not and will not ever
be a scientific activity.5

^"Design Methodology and Design Methods," sheet #1, c/o
Donald P. Grant, San Luis Obispo, California (June, 1978), 1.

So

To adhere to this line of thought means one denies that programmed
design is possible or realistic.

There have been many approaches to

design based on explicit inputs or programmed design.
Alexander developed a type of programmed design.
"pick-a-solution" type of design.

Christopher

In some ways i t was

I f you had a certain design problem

you could look in his book and pick out a solution.

Not very useful.

In fact, Mr. Alexander even stated later that the precursor, Notes
on Synthesis of Design, to the method was somewhat useless because
of erroneous assumptions or approach.

This was not true emotionaless

design, but i t was s t i l l rigid programmed design which one would con
sider to be of the explicit approach.
Even i f we assume that Christopher Alexander's Pattern
Language, or as one might call i t , pick-a-solution, to be of
questionable design value, i t is a tremendous study of how people
have operated or responded in the past.

I t is a collection of facts

or well-founded observations about human characteristics which are
explicit in nature.

I t is a fine source of study for the practical

functional ranges of design.

But i t lacks the l i f e or the spirit that

the tacit inputs give to architecture.
adaptability, or change.

I t does not allow flexibility,

I t is e l i t i s t in concept, therefore, limiting

its value other than as a fine source of demonstrative information.
Possibly that is the chief value of carefully defined information or
evincive based design information--it gives us the solid base on which

to build our ideas.

Implicit is not counter to explicit design but the

area where delight, emotion, and adaptability complement explicit
design.

Delight, emotion, beauty, and a whole range of vaguely under

stood qualities are fabric of tacit design inputs.

But i t is here

that we assemble the human characteristics of a design.
On the other hand, this is not to imply that a lopsided
approach to design is good.

Everyday one sees examples of being too

fascinated with implicit design and foregoing the possibility of making
the building function or respond to physical human needs.
to be a meeting of implicit and explicit into one idea.

There needs
The extremes

of the past have been when the molding together did not take place.
This tempering of extremes is what gives architecture its timeless
qualities, its careful and sensitive nature.
lacked this.

Extremes of the past

Where some of Frank Lloyd Wright's work and Alvar Aalto's

work had this timeless quality, Baroque and International style archi
tecture did not exhibit this characteristic.
Baroque and International style architecture are probably the
two most common extremes architecture has experienced over the last
four or five hundred years.

The view that one may take on these two

styles is that Baroque is like five symphonies played at one time and
International style architecture is as i f there are no notes.

The

reactions to these styles of architecture are probably due to the
extreme nature of these forms.

Do they have value?

Yes!

Great

value!

They show us where extreme boundaries are.

They also teach

warmth and activity in Baroque decoration and form and crisp, clean,
pure expressions, and extreme cold dignity in International form.
"Form is the underlying motive of intellectual expression, which lies
at the foundation of a l l architectural styles.
Form and how i t relates to tacit and explicit design inputs
is the center of the design experience.

Not only is the form what we

realize but without a physical form we have no architecture or archi
tects.

Alvar Aalto was reputed to have said, when asked about how he

designed, something to the effect, " I build."
to the two types of inputs in design?

How does form relate

I t is where they come together

where the union takes place.
A pure, that is explicit or implicit, based form is not enough
to achieve a good, excellent, or spectacular design.

Root in his

dissertation on form goes on to talk about a "primary study" of nature
or organic items as extremely useful in giving forms meaning, con
sistency, and l i f e .
possibility.

Life in a building is an interesting implicit

The building does not actually possess l i f e but i t does

embody the spirit of the designer.

The emotional or lack of emotional

response is probably related to the creative process.

g

John Wellborn Root, The Meanings of Architecture, collected
by Donald Hoffmann (New York: Horizon Press, 1967), p. 31.

The true creative process, the solving of implicit
problems which is the same throughout human activity, is
the source of all art and the true human characterise c-the one function which computers may never take over.^
These implicit solutions are potentially the key to effective design.
They are the factor that makes explicit design effective and gives
emotion to our objects.

A good example of bringing tacit and demon

strative reasoning together is Frank Lloyd Wright.

This especially is

true with regard to his design of homes during the middle period of
his life.
Frank Lloyd Wright stated that "form follows function," but
one can hardly believe that he really believed that catchy phrase
after viewing his works.

There is the possibility that one can adhere

to that phrase i f one includes such nebulous items as "human spirit,"
"love of life," and "joy" as function.

What i t appears Wright under

stood was logic and creativity and the way to bring them together.
I t is this that brings one to the conclusion that he understood where
intuitive and carefully defined inputs or decisions are useful.

He

essentially had developed a form of reasoning where he understood the
process and where i t broke down.

True, some believe that all his

projects were experiments due to the fact he appears to have done

7 Hein,

p. 64-5.

three designs in a category and then moved on to new types or varia
tion of the designs.

I t is further possible that this design gift

is only given to a few when one considers the number of students
Wright had and not one has ever exemplified himself.
Exemplifying oneself may or may not be one's goal in under
standing design.

But the understanding of how the relationships

between implicit and explicit reasoning and inputs interplay is the
first step to growing into a designer.

I t is a method for adding

information to one's mind and using what is already there.
A method to approach design is developed out of a combination
of implicit and explicit design inputs.

There are a number of these

combinations such as programmed design, cost benefit approach, design
o

by goal method, and "image profiling,"

with programmed design being

the most explicit and image profiling being the most implicit.

I t is

through these approaches one expands one's perception of tacitdemonstrative combinations.
The above groupings are not to be confused with such things
as programming for a project as will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Programmed design is a formal input-output relationship.

This

could be anything from computer design with design broken down to

g
Term coined by Design Methodology and Design Methods Magazine,
to the best of my knowledge not attributed to anyone.

mathematical symbols to linear input-output relationships of goods
and services or functions.
nique.

I t might also include pick-a-solution tech

One caution here is that even though the design comes out

clean, fast, and conceivably evaluated, i t may be useless in many
cases.

The computer is capable of comparing vast quantities of infor

mation much of which may be trivial.

The computer can be a useful

tool but must be used as a supplement to other design techniques.

The

experiences of individuals doing computer design have been fairly dis
appointing from a human and particularly from an aesthetic point of
view.
Vladimir Bazjanc, talking about computer designing, says,
"this experience had a tremendous impact on my thinking about computer
applications in design.

I realize how few models used by designers in

the design process are formal."

Q

This programmed approach to design

is useful but realistically approached has only limited capabilities.
Other programmed approaches might be such things as laying the design
out on input-output relationships or providing X number of square
footage requirements and then making them work functionally.
Nevertheless, being so explicit in nature programmed design only has
limited capabilities.

^Vladimir Bazjanc, "The Promise and the Disappointments of
Computer Design," Computer Aids to Design and Architecture, ed.
Nicholas Negroponte Petrogelli (New York: Charter, 1969), p. 22.

The cost benefit, on the other hand, is nowhere near as care
fully defined.

This method equates design decisions in dollars, cents,

or benefits acquired in excess over the costs of construction.

This

method even though often very efficient shows l i t t l e awareness when
important human values are involved.

How do you put a value on beauty,

excitement, or emotional experience?

The method shows great potential

for considering alternatives that can be broken down into dollars such
as mechanical, electrical, or material considerations.
of the most abused methods of all.

I t is also one

Many projects are seldom more than

dollars and cents; this is one of the reasons the lightweight steel
building people do so well.
projects.

I t is also used to rationalize many

A price can be put on the projected value of items such as

recreation, aesthetics, and attraction potential.
items to put into dollars.

These are realistic

But what criteria does one use?

I t breaks

down to a point where a decision about these nebulous qualities or
values is tacit.

So all too often since these values cannot be com

pletely founded on fact, they are discarded and the building suffers,
the result being a functional but dry and negative architectural
experience.
Designing by goal development is probably a more sensitive
approach to design than cost benefit.
or the output of a design project.
the user or the building.

This method focuses on the needs

In architecture's case this may be

I t essentially defines an end state and then

the design proceeds in fulfilling that end state.

"Goals a^e indige

n o u s t o many p l a n n i n g p r o c e d u r e s , b u t t h e f u n c t i o n a n d s t r u c t u r e i s
often not explicit."^
The fact that goal development reflects people's prejudices
in the design process a t the beginning insures a built-in form of
implicit reasoning.

Goal d e v e l o p m e n t a p p r o a c h e s t o d e s i g n i n g a r e g e n e r 

ally orderly but by built-in implicit reasoning that i s partially the
f o r m o f t h e g o a l may i n s u r e s o m e d e g r e e o f t a c i t i n p u t .

An o r i e n t a t i o n

of the goal to the output of the design solution generally f u l f i l l s
project requirements fairly well.

B u t i t may b e a m o r e i m p l i c i t d e s i g n

approach which really holds the key to the creative and imaginative
aspects of design.

I m a g e P r o f i l i n g may b e s u c h a n a p p r o a c h .

Image Profiling i s probably the most implicit of a l l design
approaches mentioned above.

This i s where feeling, mood, s p i r i t ,

s y m b o l i s m , a n d p o s s i b l y c h a n c e come i n t o p l a y .

This i s where the mind

i s permitted t o run free t o s l i d e o r jump from thought to thought.
This i s possibly where the excitement, joy, and beauty of architecture
are developed and promoted.

W h a t we a c q u i r e f r o m I m a g e P r o f i l i n g i s

the freedom of unharnessed imagination, innovation, emotion, and
excitement.

W h a t i t g i v e s u s i s a n u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f o u r own s p i r i t

^Robert Morasvy, "Defining Goals:
Long R a n g e P l a n n i n g , X ( A p r i l , 1 9 7 7 ) , 8 1 .

A Systems Approach,"

and not just an easy dependency on functional projects that just
"work."
The categories above are the general methods used by
individuals i n this age of design.

Some designers use these methods

to introduce the categories of inputs that are applicable to the system
of design they are using and do not go any further.

The shortcomings

are obvious because frequently the designer does not make an e f f o r t
to go beyond the system or inputs that are applicable to the system
being used.

I t i s the marriage of t a c i t and evincible inputs that

creates the level of design that w i l l satisfy and complement man's
1i f e.
The key to l i f e and serviceability i n architecture i s a combi
nation of i m p l i c i t and e x p l i c i t ranges of design.
variety?

How do we acquire

How hard i s i t to break away from entire dependence on

functional approaches and inputs?
Maybe the last question i s the one that i s the hardest to
answer.

One has been conditioned a l l one's l i f e to rationalize things

on cold hard facts—school juries, work, discussions, and everyday
life.

What i s the value of an emotional response?

I contend that

both i m p l i c i t and e x p l i c i t have complementary value.
The direction i s to break away from one's habits of responding
to only functional requirements.

Do not be led to believe that

functional requirements have no value.

Implicit and e x p l i c i t design

inputs have equal or close to equal values.

Many approaches to design

in the last few years, whether real or imagined, appear to be func
tionally oriented and rationalized.

I t would seem that this orienta

tion is leaving man's built, physical environment cold, harsh, and
desolate.

The fact is that many of our society have taken the catchy

phrase that "form follows function" as a literal outgrowth of reasona
ble architecture form.

Form follows function only i f interpreted as

has been previously suggested.

I f not, i t is useless and a cultural

hazard.
Certainly form and function are related but that does not
provide for sensitivity unless one considers the implicit inputs in
regards to a client's project.

The understanding of interplay of

tacit and evincible inputs is primary in establishing a broad based
system to approach design.
Implicit and explicit inputs and design work together to
create a design.

I f one's designing tends to operate in one mode

or another, i t is necessary to establish a clearer understanding
of the individual characteristics.

To clearly understand these

characteristics would be a major breakthrough toward changing
stubborn or naive habits.
Habits play such an important part in our lives we frequently
fail to see how they rule us or dominate our lives.

The need to

alter, update, and evolve our habits is in many cases long overdue.

To b r e a k t h i s c h a i n o f a u t o m a t i c e v e n t s a n d t o e v a l u a t e o n e ' s mode o f
operation are necessary to perceive and update the manner in which
one approaches design.
Ironically there seems to be greater freedom in one learning
to control one's mind.

So, through delving into implicit-explicit

design inputs, a metamorphosis of thoughts should evolve to give one
a better approach to future problems and to grow in design.
An i n v e s t i g a t i o n s u c h a s t h i s i s a p l a c e t o r e f l e c t o n h a b i t s ,
e x p e r i m e n t w i t h how t h e t w o f o r m s o f e x t r e m e r e a s o n i n g a f f e c t d e s i g n ,
and learn to organize and better understand one's thought processes.
By a n i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f b o t h e x p l i c i t a n d i m p l i c i t d e s i g n i n p u t , a n
approach should evolve that i s more interesting and produces work
which i s more sensitive to both functional and aesthetic characteris
tics.

I t i s clear that this change will not take place rapidly because

a designer develops over time.
movement toward t h i s end.

But the clear understanding allows

Demonstrative based decisions are simpler

to make, easier to defend, and more easily reasoned by others.

Tacit

based decisions, on the other hand, are more open to attack, complex,
n o t f o u n d e d i n t r a c e a b l e f a c t , a n d may b e i n t u i t i v e .

Hopefully, by

molding these together one understands that implicit design decisions
a r e n o t a r b i t r a r y j u d g m e n t s o t h e r s may b e l i e v e t h e m t o b e i n many
cases.

Explicit design inputs allow the designer to create a structure
which i s s e r v i c e a b l e .

I m p l i c i t d e s i g n i n p u t s , on t h e o t h e r h a n d ,

communicate t h e s p i r i t o f man, s o c i e t y , and t h e d e s i g n e r t h a t c r e a t e d
the structure.
design project.

These two d e s i g n modes a r e t h e o p e r a t i n g p a r t s o f a

CHAPTER 2
As was noted in the Introduction, architectural design as we
know i t has been with us only for the last twenty or thirty years.

A

dominant part of this last few years has been the collection of clear
and useful information such as facts, needs, and goals.

This is the

explicit range of design inputs and design information.
All designers tend to operate in one of the two modes discussed
in the previous chapter but i t is the explicit one that is not only the
most commonly used but also the most abused.

There is a trend which

seems to be developing in architectural design.
of a program.

That is the concept

To paraphrase William Pena from this book Problem

Seeking, i t is a hand-off collection of goals, facts, concepts, needs,
and a statement of the problem.

Essentially i t is a collection of

information which is clear and definitive.

But even here there is

debate on what a program is.
There are categories or types of programs that one generally
perceives in architectural design.

They are (1) a simple straight

forward collection of information such as a small open project where
a large number of viewpoints are involved and the simpler the basic
program, the more acceptable; (2) a complete program such as one
patterned after William Pena s matrix from his book Problem Seeking
of interrelated views and information; (3) a program derived on inputoutput relationships; and (4) a program built and derived at various

stages of the design and altered based on the output.

Such a program

might be similar to what Edward T. White developed in his book, Intro
duction to Architectural Programming.
There probably are other types but not necessarily new and
different types.
above.

They may actually be similar to or part of the

The important concept about a program is that i t is a collec

tion of pertinent information which may be an explicit input or in
some cases may be a factual based decision for the design project.
The first type or the simple straightforward goal may be as
clean as one statement which probably requires a goal.

A good example

would be a small town, let us say 500 people, that has a vacant chunk
of land, 5 acres, in the center of town.
as the following:

The example could be as simple

The vacant 5 acre parcel of land in the center of

town is going to be converted by June into a park lined along the
perimeter with trees, planted in grass, and no on-site parking.
The information tells one what the project is—convert 5 acre
parcel of land; indicates where or location—in the center of town;
by June indicates the time table; lined along the perimeter with trees
indicates form and quality; planted in grass indicates the texture and
no on-site parking indicates the human mechanical involvement.

All

these items indicate more but the above mentioned items are the main
ones.

T h i s may b e t o o s i m p l i s t i c o f a p r o g r a m b u t t h e r e a r e many c a s e s
i n w h i c h t h i s t y p e o f p r o g r a m may b e a p p l i c a b l e .

A one-room cabin of

400 square feet, a gazebo, a frog pond, addition or altering of a
w i n d o w , t h e r e d e s i g n o f a b a t h , o r many m o r e i t e m s .
problems too complex or too obscure.

F r e q u e n t l y , we make

In simple solutions, "problems

we f a c e may b e s i m i l a r l y o b s c u r e d by i n a d e q u a t e o r m i s l e a d i n g i n f o r 
mation."1

T h i s may b e o n e o f t h e c o r n e r s t o n e s o f a d e c e n t p r o g r a m :

simplici ty.
Simplicity applies to all further program types also.
b e w h e r e many p r o g r a m w r i t e r s a n d d e s i g n e r s b r e a k d o w n .
a particularly complex idea.
opposite to complex.

I t may

Simplify

not

In f a c t , the very word means the

S o why i s i t s o h a r d t o d e a l w i t h , n o t j u s t a s

the "simple program" for a design project that leads into this dis
cussion but in all aspects of programming and the t a c i t area of
design.

Possibly because most things around us seem complex!

looks complex but only because of the numerous parts.

A tree

It is actually

a collection of like elements repeated in a multitude of directionslimbs, needles, bark, trunk, and roots.

The parts are specialized for

a s p e c i f i c c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e w h o l e t r e e , b u t t h e y a r e s i m p l e com
ponents.

This is not to say that the organic chemistry that takes

1James

L . Adams, C o n c e p t u a l B l o c k B u s t i n g ( S a n F r a n c i s c o :
W i l t Freeman & C o m p a n y ) , 1 9 7 4 , p . 1 4 .

place in them i s simple or that the inorganic and organic compounds
that are a part of this tree are simple but the forms which make up the
unit are basic and i t does not have 400,000 separate classifications
of parts.

Another example is that of a flower.

The flower i t s e l f ,

whether i t be a rose or a dandelion, i s essentially composed of a group
of similar elements--bud leaves to protect the flower before opening,
the repetitious petals, and reproductive unit.

Tremendous beauty

exists in the petals of a rose even though they are extremely repeti
tious.

One can go on discussing examples in nature almost forever but

the point here is that pertinent information needs to be clear and free
of extraneous, t r i v i a l and involved information.
A program derived on input-output relationships should also
show the characteristics of the above discussion.
relationships--what are they?

Input-output

A computer program may be such an item.

Another example is the Alexander "pick-a-solution" technique which
requires one to identify the inputs to locate or identify the solutions
(outputs).
Systems analysis is another good example of interrelation
ships of inputs and outputs.

"Systems analysis--this process of

studying an activity typically by mathematical means i n order to

determine its essential end and how this may most efficiently be
attained." 2

Systems analysis is sometimes far too cold a concept to

be truly useful by itself.
to incorporate human values.

I t does not typically have the capability
The statement above runs somewhat counter

to the way many psychologists, sociologists, and some planners believe.
To take this concept apart leaves one somewhat short changed
even when exclusively considering explicit ideas.

The built-in goals

help but how does one value items in any other way than controlled
arbitrary values?

The problem is that value or scoring for mathe

matical evaluation is likely based on one individual's biases and
concepts.

The reason i t is usually based one one individual's

i
r.+r,m k
that gruuy*
arouos or committees are generally
scoring or value
system
is tnat
waiup qvstems because of the arbitration
ineffective and give mediocre value system*
. . L i , cniiition
that goes on to give a workable
solution reached
redu-.c byj an involved system
of compromises.

_
effective systems analysis is loaded
w a 1 1 ..
So generally
an errecuive y

by the person creating the scoring system.
• 4-h* hi ark box concept.
Another problem is the black DOX L U M ^

What happens when

you put the program in the computer or you evaluate the system?

Well,

one goes through a lot of mathematics that may or may not be the

~2
"
n
..rin«aries and Examples," "Theory and Process,"
William Pena, G 1 ° s s ^. w n company Publish Type House
Problem Seeking (Houston, Texas.
Typesetters), 1977.
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this information and original instructions, i t is possible to make a
solution more specific."^

This greater and greater level of specifics

is why this type of systems analysis has gained so much popularity.
I t is simple as has been discussed before and i t is somewhat traceable
even though mathematical evaluation is abstract.
In a way, the discussion has only been in regards to pitfalls.
I t is the positive benefits that have attracted large numbers of
people to systems analysis.
very basic.

The positive benefits are essentially

The system is clean.

tions attributed to everything.

That is, there are numerical evalua
The system is traceable except for

the mathematical or computer evaluation systems.

In other words, i t

is easy to view the inputs and outputs and to be evaluated either by
computer or mathematical systems.

The problem is that i t is somewhat

obscure, theoretical, or complex and may have all of
characteristics.
As a summary of this type of program, i t might be characterized
by information collected, valued, evaluated, and then output.

In the

case of a design project, the program may be many outputs regarding
many areas of the design.

I t should be noted that all systems analysis

is not mathematical even though most are in this range.

3 D.

Canter,

Press Book), 1974, p. 138.

(New York:

The problem

Halsted

with the non-mathematical type is that they are generally very sub
jective and open for question regarding credibility.
Using input-output interrelationships in preparing a program
may be a very valuable tool in helping to prepare an extensive pro
gram by other methods such as William Pena s or Edward T. White s.
Edward White's program system which is derived at various
stages of design seems to show some possibilities but one can see
by studying i t that due to the complex nature i t may have only
limited value.

But the study of his method is an important step in

understanding the program and as explicit input into design con
sidering the numbers that believe in this system.
Programming under Edward T. White's description can be
broken down into "predesign," "design,

and

post design.

Just

by the titles one can see that they may lack unity or credibility
in an overall design concept.

The fact that programing information

is spread out over such a long period of time may not allow the best
or most rational decisions to be made.

Regardless of what the pit

falls are, a number of designers and design teams prefer this method.
"Predesign" stage of this method of programming may be
described as the preparation stage for programming and/or an interview with a client.

. ho norrpived in a multitude of ways for
I t may be perceived

.•.^w1an interview or as a competition w

t h

other architects.

A designer

has been picked and the extent of the project is being defined, or
i t may be such a thing as preparation for a speculative promotion
or an in-house design.
The idea of a competition for design or multiple interviews
offends some designers.

But i t is this one item chat is probably

the most rapidly growing and developing area of design selection.
All governmental projects are of this type now and the idea of a
designer being picked based on his past work is coming apart.

The

point is one must be prepared with facts based on information in
regards to a project that one may never do or participate in.

This

stage may be the most important in getting an actual design job but
i t is probably the least important toward the final design.
For the case where a design team or designer has been picked
but the project is not finalized, a lot of interesting and informa
tive data may be acquired to directly affect and contribute to the
initial discussions.

An example of this would be the city

Lewistown which wanted a new municipal building.
architect in about February, 1979.

They hired an

In April, 1979, the city pre-

sented the actual idea which had been put together by the architect
to the voters.

During this time the architect and the city developed

,.1
thoir needs and requirements were.
a concept of exactly what their nee

Another

example might be the expansion of the Boeing Aircraft Company in
preparation for 747 production a few years ago.

The designe

had even a greater problem in t h i s case because one of the parameters
by which the plant would be sized o r located would be the level of
orders for the aircraft.

W h a t t h i s t y p e o f p r e d e s i g n may w e l l b e i s

a collection of information similar to the previous discussion but
probably not design inputs.

Actually this type of predesign might

well be carried out better by an individual that i s more slanted
toward planning, sociology, or economics.
The newest trend in architecture i s the promotional or
speculative proposal in the predesign area of programming.

This type

o f p r o g r a m may e x i s t i n a n o f f i c e t h a t a c t i v e l y p u r s u e s i n v e s t o r s ,
Proposes a plan to a client that did not necessarily solicit the
Project or speculatively develops buildings and markets a project.
An e x c e l l e n t e x a m p l e o f a p r o m o t i o n a l e f f o r t t h a t a c t i v e l y
Pursues investors might be a shopping center.

T h e r e may b e p l a n s

developed and space sold before there are working drawings or
financing.

In f a c t , financing may a c t u a l l y hinge on o n e ' s a b i l i t y

to sell space before the project i s even on the drawing board.

This

predesign type requires a fairly complete investigation of the actual
needs

of the person who i s being seduced i n t o involving h i s funds.

In fact, in this specific case the programming required for predesign
Nay b e m o s t o f t h e p r o g r a m m i n g r e q u i r e d f o r t h e w h o l e p r o j e c t .
The design build firm i s engaged in another form of speculative
creativity.

Some of the individuals involved in the design profession

believe that design build activities promote inferior designs.

On

the other hand, others believe that i t promotes more imaginative
designing and superior programming due to the control which the
designer has over the project.

The debate still rages on so let us

say in all aspects of design there are individuals that are into
making a fast buck.

This freedom in speculative programming and

construction shows great potential for abuse but i t also shows greater
potential for innovative thinking and design.
Predesign is also the time when the client-staff relationships
are being established.
wants come about.

This is where the discussions about need versus

Where such ideas as the concept of economy, function,

time periods, and a decision making hierarchy are established.

Con

ceivably this is the programming period when even client feelings about
form circulation or even aesthetic preferences are laid down.
The area of design programming is exactly what i t says.

I t is

the programming that is the "hand off package" to the designer that
creates a form or ultimate project.

In other words, i t is the pro

gramming that is done so that a substantial amount of work may be
carried out on a project.
This substantial work on "design" programming might be
searching for alternatives, evaluation of not only information
collected, but of the quality and planning of the building.

It

may even be able to act as a springboard to an imaginative solution

or idea to a problem for the designer.

Design programming may also

provide for an arena in which differences between the client's
decision maker and the designer may be able to reach a reasonable
solution to differences.
This discussion of programming for design is approximately
the same system as William Pena's and will be discussed when that
portion of this work is reached.
The "post design" programming may be of the most nebulous in
nature.

Its contribution to the finished product might be question

able in value but may include evaluation of the design, permitting
change, and helping with such things as the use of the building.

But

i f the use of the building needs help by a program, what was wrong
with the i n i t i a l program?
This idea of "post design" programming is so absurd as to
deny credibility to White's programming theory in its totality.

But

since some individuals feel this is a sound type of action, i t must
be briefly discussed.
Helping with the use of the finished structure as has been
Pointed out has limited value.
structure.

So does the evaluation of the designed

But the concept of allowing change may be an extraordinary

dnd novel idea.

The society and culture which we live in is changing

so fast that flexibility in the ability to change most buildings is
mandatory.

Going back to post occupancy evaluation, there are others
who believe this is to be an excellent approach.
ln

Wolfgang Preiser

his book on programming, Facility Programming:

Methods and

Applications» makes an excellent case for post occupancy evaluation.
Here one can gain the knowledge with which to improve or advance the
capabilities of the design team in the future.
m an

I t is obvious that

may have learned something from his past mistakes but not a lot.

Many believe that post design evaluation is on one hand useful and
°n the other not cost efficient.
will

Possibly this area of programming

have much in the way of debate over the next few years.
Edward T. White's method that has been interpreted is really

d

unit method and is used as an explicit example of this type of work.

Henry Samoff's book, Methods of Architectural Programming, is a book
that may be useful in expanding this type of programming.

I t is not

° n ly complementary in some ways but additive to this line of thought
a nd

more clear as a useful study of programming.
In contrast with the White approach, William Pena seems to

Perceive programming more from a matrix point of view.

He also seems

to perceive programming as supplying the needs of the designer as
the designer needs i t , not as a flood of information all at once.
This matrix of William Pena has function, form, economy, and time
d l°ng

one axis and goals, facts, concepts, needs, and problems along

the other axis.

I t is this form of interrelationship that may be

seen as the soundest approach to programming.

I t not only allows for

justification before the design, but i t also provides direct, concise
responses to the problem the designer faces.
Not a l l these responses are explicit in nature.

Any which

have a subjective quality or are not based i n hard fact may be con
sidered implicit but the programming package i t s e l f , hopefully concise
and direct, should be considered predominantly explicit.

These pre

dominantly explicit characteristics lead one to treat programming as
the center focus of information collection and explicit inputs.
I t might be well to note at this time that the study of pro
gramming and information collection is quite vast in nature and this
dissertation is to discuss i t as simply as possible.

I t i s the inten

tion to cover design programming in the most direct manner so as to
establish an orderly approach to William Pena's matrix.
I t might be well to outline how programming might develop in
an approach to reasonable design, based on Pena's book Problem Seeking.
1.

Establish the scope of the problem.

2.

Identify what information is to be collected.

3.

Set goals.

4.

Collect information.

5.

Analysize.

6.

Clearly lay out information to be given to the designer.

This would appear to be quite simple but not really.

The

impo r t a n c e o f p r o g r a m m i n g i s t o t a k e t h e v a s t d a t a , a n a l y z e i t ,
evaluate i t , separate the extraneous from the important.

I t might be

linked to a racquetball tournament with sinole elimination.

---

This process allows for data collection to be extensive while being
able to sort out t r i v i a l excess or duplicative inputs.

An example of

this might be that of the client that wants a visitor theater and a
large briefing room.

Both are very formal spaces but i f one considers

the ideas of economy of space and time i n regards to this desire, these
spaces can potentially become one space.

The concept of time i s impor

tant here because even i f the spaces have similar characteristics they
may

actually conflict within time periods.

The Pena method, or as i t is sometimes commonly referred to
the "CRS" method of programming, i s sometimes restrictive.

As

Peter 6. Bowe describes i t i n a book review, "the five step process
T S presented in 'lock step 1 fashion."
° f this method of programming.

4

This may be the major p i t f a l l

I t may be only applicable to our time

Period and is inflexible in regards to out-of-normal type projects.
Nevertheless, i t appears to be the most sound and direct method for
useful programming.

Appendix A should give one a clear understanding

° f the extent of this programming method.
Programming both the pros and cons can be discussed endlessly
but i t s value seems obvious and straightforward regardless of how you
Perceive i t .

I t is the orderly collection of explicit views, fact,

and criteria with which to design a project.

All aspects may not be

explicit but as a collection of information i t i s a definitive work
to allow the i n p l i c i t area of design to develop.

4 Peter

February, 1979.

6. Bowe, "On Programming," Progressive Architecture,

CHAPTER 3
Implicit inputs:
cept of the aesthetic?

what are they?

Are they the society's con

The actual term "aesthetic" was coined in the

mid 1700s by an individual named Baumgarten.

He essentially was a

thinker dealing with e l i t i s t concepts about man's intellectual state.
His intellectual theory is one
which dealt primarily with knowledge, to the phenomena
of feeling and perception. The extension of this initiated
by Baumgarten (1714-1762) under the name "aesthetica" was
characteristically concerned about the theory of beauty
as to hand down the term aesthetic as the accepted t i t l e
for the philosophy of beauty.*
Whether or not man will ever agree on what the term "aesthetic" means,

i t s t i l l is the area of implicit output that all of the tacit inputs
in a design project should be oriented toward.
The Greeks thought of this area of l i f e as the beauty and
order.

Modern man, on the other hand, has a whole series of descrip

tive terms which may or may not be valuable.

All descriptions of

modern man are essentially based on sociology, psychology, or other
culturally oriented or related fields.
I t might do well to briefly go over the views of some
influential modern designers on this subject.

Mies Van Der Rohe

^Bernard Bosanquet, A History of Aesthetic (New York:
McMillan Company), 1960, p. 182.

thought of i t as a form of purity. Root as forms derived from nature,
Wright as a form of poetry, Gaudi as a mutation of order, Richardson
as order and so on.
I t becomes apparent that no one agrees on what aesthetics i s
a l l about.

There have been studies that prove the Golden Mean does

not work as a concept of proportion in a l l cases.

There are also

studies that show Corbusier's concept of proportion does not work
at a l l in many cases.
All of these concepts are implicit in nature.

They are d i f f i 

cult to describe and nebulous in quality.
But i n the case of a design project, they may a l l be grouped
under the category of implicit concepts.

These implicit concepts are

what make tacit inputs that create the aesthetics of the structure or
object.
The implicit inputs that go into a design decision may be many
and varied.

Following i s a group of characteristics interpreted from

various readings and David Canter's book, Psychology for Architects,
which best f u l f i l l this area of design input.

These are ground,

intensity, constancy, space, depth, perception, attention, and context.
Ground is the area of implicit inputs that allows man to
separate elements within or on an object.

An example of this may be

the manner in which an element i s introduced into a plane.

To further

elaborate, an example i s a white wall with a white column jutting out

from i t .

Is the column a separate element?

part of both the wall and the structure?

No!

No!

Is i t an integral

The point is we per

ceive the column as an application to the face of the plane even
though i t may go a l l the way through.

The plane has three dimensional

characteristics that may be more easily comprehended than a color
change on a white wall.

Another example--is a spot or area on the

white or i s the white upon the color?

I t should be noted that i f

this area is to be described verbally, i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to visual
ize the area being in any way other than on the white wall.
This type of ground may also be present in surface changes in
an object.

I f the surface changes are not pronounced enough, then the

object w i l l appear to have a l l one plane or surface.

I f the surface

change is too pronounced such as an extensive recess into a building
i t may be perceived as positive and negative areas of the object.
Ground can also be perceived as a break in a plane.

The most

obvious example is that of the structure appearing to be growing out
of the earth.

By manipulating details we can make the structure appear

to be just placed on the surface, to grow out of the surface, or to
actually go into and become part of the surface.

A Wright building

is a good example—a structure placed on the ground.

In his writings

he refers to the platform that sets the building up and separate from
the earth.

In contrast some of undulating forms of Gaudi seem to

grow out of the earth.

The St. Louis Arch by Saarinen ha^ both a

structure—the arch that seems to grow out of the earth--and a very
beautiful and elaborate museum on the same site that becomes part of
the earth and ground plane.
Implication in design is also an important concept as a design
input.

In planning i t is easy to see that a group of structures may

define an area such as a horse shoe area (Married Student Housing,
Phase 4, Montana State University Campus, Bozeman, Montana) or the
houses surrounding and defining an undulating perimeter of a golf
course.

We see shapes that in actuality do not exist.

Gestalt

psychologists believe that this is an active and important part of
our lives to see a unity in our surroundings rather than a disjointed
arbitrary collection of objects.

I t might be well to describe.

The essence of Gestalt psychology is often summarized
as the whole being greater than the sum of its parts.
Another implication of this is that perception is an
active reaction to the world about us, not a passive
response. We actively structure and make sense of the
stimuli with which we are presented.2
This mental creativity in both perception and ground is what may give
rise to unity in the design process.
Intensity as a concept in design input is a complement to
unity.

Intensity is also a unifying factor in design.

p

D. Canter, Psychology for Architects (New York:
Press), 1974, p. 34.

Halsted

The use of lighting in design is a superb example of intensity
and how i t affects the visual environment.
1evels are easy to recognize.

Changes in light at low

In fact, small changes such as going

from 5 to 7 foot candles are easily recognized.

But going from 105

foot candles to 107 foot candles is a very difficult change to per
ceive with the human eye.

The same concept can be used with regards

to complexity or lack of decoration.
Baroque buildings can fatigue an individual in a short period
of time because of the intense level of mental stimulus.

But to make

a slight addition to or subtraction from this decoration would not
make a noticeable change in the intensity.
In contrast, International style buildings could hardly be
considered to have much mental stimulation at all.

Changes or intro

duction of other elements into the form of an International style
building may not only be noticeable but dramatic even though they
may be slight.
Variety in a structure or object may also play an important
role.

A change in roof direction may be a tremendous increase in

intensity or the raising or lowering of a section of a structure in
contrast to the whole may have the same effect.
Intensity is a very tacit input in a design but a category
which must not be ignored or avoided.

I t is an integral part of

implicit inputs which make up a total design and allow one to create
a total image.

One must never forget that the mind's eye makes a

stride toward constancy and that intensity may run counter to this.
Constancy and depth perception may be very deeply tied together
in our minds.

As interacting individuals with our environment we are

receiving millions of pieces of information every day and most is
easily translated into our memories.

But there are some activities

that are very repetitious that do not translate into our memories.
Repetitious activities such as writing our names or dialing a phone
are almost automatic.

We know what they are but there is almost no

active recall or thought with regards to doing the act.
Other pieces of information such as receiving visual informa
tion are not so automatic except in our mind's ability to collate
inputs about an object.

Take for example a geometrically square

table, 1 meter square, across the room from us.

Our mind tells us

that the table is square but the information reaching our eye indicates
that a polygonal object is within our frame of vision.

What our mind

does in this instance is add distance (depth), width, and the volume
between one's eye and the shape of the table.

Not only does our mind

f i l l in missing information but i t may also be fooled.
of an item also indicates something about its shape.

The character
As Canter

indicates in his book, Psychology for Architects, a polygon drawn
on a sheet of paper has a wholly different character than a polygon

drawn with legs (a table).

One appears i n one's mind's eye to be a

polygon, the other a real angular table.
Depth perception or space perception as some refer to i t gives
us the information about space (distance, width, and height) but
may also give us a general concept about time.

That i s the time i t

takes to get there, or the transition time from one state to another.
Regardless of how one perceives depth perception, i t i s the character
i s t i c of man that permits form and i n t e l l e c t , i n t e l l e c t because i t
allows for the visualization of concept that may not exist anywhere
but i n one's mind or i n a drawing.
In James L. Adams book, Conceptual Block Busting, he writes
about perception or constancy as a multiple type of perception.

He

refers to a book by Bob McKim, Experience i n Visual Thinking, which
was unavailable at this writing.

Apparently,

Bob McKim writes of three kinds of visual imagery that
are necessary i n effective visual thinking. The f i r s t ,
"perceptual imagery," i s a sensory experience of the physical
world; i t i s what one sees and records i n his brain. The
second i s mental imagery which i s constructed i n the mind
and u t i l i z e s information recorded from perceptual imagery.
The third type i s graphic imagery. This i s imagery which
i s sketched, doodled, drawn, or otherwise put down i n a
written communicable form, either to aid one's own process
of thinking or to aid i n communication with others.^

James L. Adams, Conceptual Block Busting (San Francisco:
W. H. Freeman & Company), 1974, p. 99.

Perceptual imagery deals with the items previously discussed
but also deals with how we see the things around us.
so much of our environment?

Why do we miss

Probably because either we are saturated

with inputs or more likely we just plain have never looked.
looked, you ask; right!

Never

James L. Adams uses the example of drawing

a telephone dial getting all the numbers in the right place without
looking at a telephone.

Most of us have used the telephone thousands

of times; yet when i t comes down to detailing i t without i t in front
of us, i t is almost impossible.

Space perception is the same.

Unless

we have drawn many perspective drawings and really gotten a good look
at what is going on we are unlikely to be able to do a good perspec
tive. I t takes practice and work to prepare or receive these implicit
images that are in our environment.
Mental imagery; the ability to recall or see in one's mind a
group of facts or ideas.

How good is this in our brains?

Some great

thinkers have reportedly even been able to create images in their minds
of new devices, run them for weeks (in their minds, of course) and
examine them for flaws, fatigue, and/or failures.
This visual imagery is where an object is designed and created.
I t is not merely the recalling of facts, figures, and other recognizeable items in our society but i t is also the creation of new ideas
or fantansies.

Fantasize.

Right.

Day dreams, regular dreams, bizarre

creations, and pleasant stimulation created by fantasies are a real
part of implicit design inputs.

This area actually may be the core

where new exciting and innovative ideas spring forth.
imagery is based on all previously collected inputs.
growing as i t is used.

This form of
I t also keeps

Fantasies are the way to visualizing and

creating design inputs which help man's awakening of the spirit of a
structure or designed object.
Graphic imagery on the other hand is how fantasies become
reality.

This is where one can create permanent storage of ideas,

manipulation of concepts, and the conveying of images that are
developed in one's mind.

The form of imagery is not only a spectacular

tool for the creator of these images but also is a profound way of
showing others what a concept, design input, or form is all about.
Most great designers used this method to hand off information to
followers or employees.
hand the best

Wright would sketch many concepts and then

to his employees or students and have them make i t work.

After this, Wright would only review the work to make sure that these
individuals kept the project consistant with Wright's spirit.
Imagery of all categories helps to create implicit inputs from
which to view the project in a holistic manner.

One's mind creates

a constancy or unity and one's imaginative skill and perception com
plement and embellish all other attributes.

The human attention capabilities are not usually considered as
i m p l i c i t input but we often violate the human a b i l i t y to store temporary
information at a conscious level.

A normal human can actively be aware

of about six items at a conscious level at one time.
mean to a designer?

F i r s t , the concept of simplicity discussed i n

Chapter 2 should come to mind.

But really the nebulous quality of

organization i n a structure should be preeminent.
this organization.

What does this

There i s a trap i n

Frequently a building seems to be designed well i n

plan or i n a geometric manner when seen from above.
when i t i s viewed from ground or eye height?
orderly, or just plain i r r a t i o n a l .

But what happens

Is i t confusing, dis

One needs designers who perceive

the problem more from a sectional point of view or i n the case of small
areas possibly perspective sketches are the most effective.

The reduc

tion of consciousness requirements for the user i s mandatory for a
building to be effective.
Context i s probably one of the most important i m p l i c i t design
inputs one has.

A 20 story skyscraper b u i l t i n New York City would

hardly be considered a skyscraper, but i n Livingston, Montana, i t would
be considered huge.

A 5 acre piece of land i n Eden, Montana would

hardly be considered large but a 5 acre piece of vacant land i n down
town Seattle would be considered vast.
What i s happening here?

Is i t just to indicate that what i s

important i s the surroundings i n regards to shape and form?

A

beautiful ( i f we can agree on that) building in a crummy neighborhood
is about as valuable as an ugly building in an e l i t e neighborhood u
do we place a value on such nebulous characteristics?

How

Sym Van der Rym

and William Boise tried to define this i n their study regarding San
Francisco in 1963, "Value Measurement and Visual Factors in the Urban
Envi ronment."
They approached the study from a twofold view, (1) can values
be measured and (2) do individuals actually have a value preference?
What they discovered was that yes, value can be measured but depending
on the context some individuals did not have a value system.

They

further noted that not only physical characteristics such as obstructed
views but the status of one's area was also valued.
Context goes much further than this.

In many projects one may

have a f a i r l y static environment such as an open prairie or a mountain
valley.

In contrast, the urban environment may change so rapidly that

a preliminary survey of the context may be invalid a year down the road
when the project hits the street.
Regardless, one of the most important implicit inputs i s the
relationship to the surrounding context.

True, much of the context

inputs may be explicit in nature because of environmental analysis and
programming, but probably a great amount of inputs of the implicit
nature are to be found i n concepts such as openness, shortness, t a l l ,
close, big, or stark.

I m p l i c i t inputs which reveal the aesthetic characteristics
o f an object are d i f f i c u l t t o grasp and are predominantly open t o
debate.
context.

They are a mixture o f imagery, i n t u i t i v e reasoning, and

CONCLUSION
I t is improbable that more nonsense has been written about
aesthetics than about anything else. The literature of the
subject is not large enough for that. I t is certain that about
no subject with which I am acquainted has so l i t t l e been said
that is at all to the purpose. The explanation is discoverable.
He who would elaborate a plausible theory of aesthetics must
possess two qualities--artistic sensibilities and a turn for
clear thinking. Without sensibility, a man can hewe no aesthetic
experience, and obviously, theories not based on broad and deep
aesthetic experience are worthless. Only those to whom art is
a constant source of passionate emotion can possess the data
from which profitable theories may be deduced; but to deduce
profitable theories even from accurate data involves a certain
amount of brainwork; and unfortunately, robust intellects and
delicate sensibilities are not inseparable.1
One might do well to remember here Piet Hein and his statement
about true creative process and the sowing of implicit problems with
regards to this statement.

These implicit concepts would come under

the category of sensibilities in Clive Bell's statement just noted.
William Pena views of design programming would certainly fall into
accurate data and robust intellect.

The point is that when Clive Bell

wrote in 1914, the concepts that have been discussed in this essay were
not obvious but the framework and the opinions already existed.
These ideas, in other words, are not new, the implicit creating
the spirit of joy and beauty in a structure and the explicit input
making the object function, appropriate, and rational.

1 C1ive

Bell, Art (London:

Chatto & Windus), 1931, pp. 3-4.

The union of these inputs must take place to create a structure
which i s rational and desirable aesthetically.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
GOALS
A.

FUNCTION
1.

People
The S a t e l l i t e Research Center will provide laboratory,

o f f i c e , r e s e a r c h , a n d a u x i l i a r y s p a c e s f o r up t o t w e n t y ( 2 0 ) t e m p o r a r y
individuals.
Individuals need not have exclusive spaces due to the
temporary nature of their research stay.
Visitor involvement must be as extensive as possible, due
to the Research Center being a public project.
2.

Relationships
Careful control, monitoring, and orientation of spaces to

research areas i s of the upmost importance.
Absolute security from outside interruption, distractions,
or contamination is required.
3.

Activities
Space for quarantine, chemical, specimen storage, and

hazardous research must be clearly separated.
Center must have or provide for information access, such as
electronic, library, or records.

4.

Public Access
Access must be extensive due to research facility being

government related.
B.

FORM
1.

Site
An effort must be made to preserve any natural trees and

not disturb this semi-arid region unnecessarily.
The structure should complement the major aspects of the
area, such as the river, the prairie, and the man-made Fort Peck Dam
itself.
2.

Environment
Contrast of aquatic and semi-arid environment should be main

tained.
Any characteristics of the environment that are individually
peculiar must be preserved.
Wind, sun, and earth influences must be weighed and put in a
hierarchy of values.
3.

Quality
The entry must be easily identifiable, due to the public

characteristics of the Center.

The project should be of medium quality with materials and
construction displaying an image of reasonable expenditures, without
being lavish or austere.
The project must have architectural characteristics above
and beyond functionality.
C.

ECONOMY
Programming this area will be linked to economy of space orienta

tion.

I t should be noted that projects of this type, in the last two

years, have been between $100 and $200/square foot, which includes
waste, water disposal equipment and water service for wet labs and
research.

Current project at Yellow Bay on Flathead Lake has a budget

of approximately $171/assignable square footage.
1.

Operating Costs
Cost of operating both HVAC system, lighting and janitorial

maintenance must be kept to a minimum.

Life cycle costs must be

reduced over existing structures.
D.

TIME
1.

Past
Preservation of past does not apply to this project except

toward the small town of Fort Peck due to the tremendous man-made scars
and geological disturbance.

The dam is the only exception and must be considered as the
dominant element in the area for the past, present, and future, even
to be considered with the importance of a natural resource.

One must

introduce the Research Center into the area without too much of a
dynamic change to the settlement of Fort Peck.

FACTS
1.

Function
a.

People--Fort Peck
1.

Predominately dam oriented for employment

2.

Some ranch type individuals

3.

Small military contingents to maintain and
guard military buildings

4.

Declining population
1950s - 1,200 people

b.

1966

-

650 people

1979

-

300-400 (100 families)

People--Researchers
1.

Temporary in nature

2.

Predominately self actuated and working in small
groups or as individuals on projects

3.

Researchers—minimum of master's degree and more
likely a Ph.D. in biology, zoology or related
fields

4.

Loners—mostly into their own research projects

5.

Quiet and private in nature—much of their lives
directed toward pure intellectual research rather
than practical related studies

c.

Activities
Data inputs come in as both biological specimens and

recorded data.

Data leaves primarily as outputs in written, taped, or

photographic in nature with occasional biological specimens being
shipped to Main Research Lab.
There is considerable biological waste such as
dissected specimens.
Little vehicle traffic, except for visitors, due to
irregular hours of research projects.
Activity will show some seasonal characteristics.
Spring and fall busiest, summer next, and winter limited.
Behavior Pattern—Essentially entails setting up
experiment —> field collection —• specimen preparation —> dissection
examination or simulation —• collection of data —»• establish
pattern —

return to main center with information.

Space adequacy should be centered around research labs,
both wet labs and conventional lab arrangements.
2.

Form
a.

Site
Climate predominately dry with temperature extremes

of -35°F winter to greater than 105°F summer.
Codes that are acceptable to the State of Montana 1976
U.B.C.-1979 U.B.C.

Legislative acceptance is being challenged in

court.
Soil and geological conditions predominately clay soil,
very large amounts of expansion and contraction due to moisture.
Swelling when wet, severe cracking when dry.
Stone in area is shale, generally in rotten state,
sluffing and separating.
Note:

Clay and shale intermixed.

Sometimes clay is

very deep; other times shale is right on the surface.
b.

Environment
Surroundings--Generally rolling clay and shale hills

with sage and sparce grasses on hillsides.

Cotton woods, thorn

apples, and ashes in the coulees and river bottoms.
River bottom which used to be subjected to flooding
is now controlled by the dam.
benches near river.

Heavy grass in river bottoms and on

I t was noted that in the summer the mosquitoes are a
major problem of residents and visitors.
Wind predominately from the northwest with an approxi
mate average of greater than 10 mph.
River water coming out of dam power houses is almost
always at about a constant temperature.

Very cold--35-38°F.

Duck Creek is a creek that flows year round due
to seepage and drainage from the dam face.
Large ditch and branch adjoining site reach almost
river level at low water and origin unknown.

I t is believed to con

tribute to draining the site being used for the project and originally
was to dry up environment during construction of the dam.
Note sign on dam says i t is the largest earth f i l l dam
in the world.

I t is the fourth largest reservoir in the world, and

due to this fact should not only be considered a natural resource
but also a national monument.
Town of Fort Peck is entirely Government owned with a
large variety of architecture, unusual in Government projects.
Fort Peck's employment is almost entirely Government.
U.S. Corps of Engineers, Department of Energy, U.S. Army, Department
of Interior Fish and Wildlife Service.

Services in town are:
2 gas stations
2 restaurants
1 hotel
grocery stores
1 bar
1 Post Office
1 motel
All other services must be obtained either at Nashua,
513 people, or Glasgow, which has about 6,500 people now.

Nashua is

limited, but Glasgow, 22 miles away, has almost any service normally
requi red.
The site is adjoining the sewage disposal site.
Existing roads that are on or around the site are l i t t l e
more than trails except the road to the boat ramps area which has been
graveled.
The site is downhill from Fort Peck Reservoir and there
fore could use a gravity feed or water could be taken out of Duck
Creek.

The site is apporixmately 5,000 feet from lake.

There are also

other water sources available—the river and the city's.
Water requirements in Research Center may vary from only
domestic use to potentially as high as 12,000,000 liters per day,

approximately 3,100,000 gallons.

The estimate was based on Research

and the known requirement of the Welesboro Fisheries Research Center.
c.

Quality
Roof--As maintenance free as possible due to leakage

damaging experiments and affecting controlled environment.

Heavily

insulated to control temperature variations to absolute minimum and
heat within building (economy should be considered).
Walls, Ceilings and Floors—Should be resistant to
water or moisture damage.

Recommended seamless floor coatings in

all labs where water is a factor.
3.

Economy
Under this category since this is a theoretical project,

budget should be considered to be moderate per/sq.ft.

Not all func

tions will be going on at the same time but will take place predomi
nantly during normal work hours, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Research Center would be fully occupied or close to i t at
the beginning.

Consideration for expansion deemed minimal.

Alternate

Center for additional research rather than additions to Center is
probably course of action.
Energy sources adjoining hydroelectric dam--plentiful
electricity but of high cost when compared with other sources.

Natural gas not available.

Propane expensive.

about $23-30/ton in 20 ton units.
ability.

Coal delivered at

Heating o i l intermittent avail

Ft. Peck currently is heated with electricity.
Activities are somewhat sedimentary and require standard

carefully controlled environment.
Ti m e __$ignificance of this Center would increase the number
of Government employees and also increase the variety of individuals
present in Fort Peck.
Spaces used i n i t i a l l y would probably not change i n an addi
tive way over time but need to be f a i r l y flexible for temporary change.
Center w i l l probably become more and more important over
time with the increasing importance of alternative food sources and
underutilized aquatic resources.

CONCEPTS
People—Separate but not exclusive spaces.
Administration--Grouped in one area.

This included secretarial

pool, director, Center program coordinator.
Research and offices in close proximity to each other.

Functions of Center
Research—Office (proposal) -^direction (approval) —•pro
gram coordinator (implementation) —*• staging —* collection of items to
do (field or laboratory research) —• research (in field or laboratory)
—* analysis —> preparation —• approval (director) —* to main research
center or publication
Visitor —• entry —> secretary —* presentation room —• tour
—• lobby exit
Relationship of visitor to researcher should be confined to
specific relationship and never anarchic in character.
Form
The structure to be subtle but have delight may mimic other
structures but not copy in style.
Climate control must be (1) inexpensive as is reasonable,
(2) simple in function as possible, (3) limit drafts, excessive air
movement, or temperature variations.
Special foundation requirement due to the clay soil.

Pylons

to bed rock or excavate and raft the foundation.
The building should be liberal spacewise to enhance partici
pant comfort in fairly tedious and intense research atmosphere.
Interdependence of functions and individuals within research
environment is minimal.

Space consideration such as mutual storage,

circulation, and staging are greatly interdependent.

Orientation of structure to consider protection from pre
dominantly northwest wind solar absorption and control over hatchery
runs and raceways.
Access--must be obvious both for vehicular and a strong
concept of entry for visitors and researchers.
Character—Must be indicated as a subtle yet obvious
structure where there is visual enjoyment without the appearance of
being overdone.
Economy
Cost control to be perceived as cost benefit analysis and
as reasonable.
not appropriate.

Not lavish or austere.

Exact dollar evaluations are

This particular project is a study in hypothetical

design.
Efficient allocation is based on cost benefit determinations.
Spaces should potentially include as many possible functions
as can effectively be overlaid as multipurpose areas without compro
mising the primary effectiveness of any.
Cost control in such a hypothetical problem as this needs to
be a consideration as a concept.
Time
The building and particularly the research laboratories need
to be adaptive on a short-term basis.

Long-term adaptability may be different types of research
and particularly changes in electronic equipment.
The structure needs to be of flexible and adaptive nature
because of the above and not tailored to any single activity.
Expansion within this Center would be limited.

Potential

expansion would be to the laboratories or future hatchery ponds.
Concurrent scheduling is a consideration in briefing and
meeting area.
Parking required for up to 50 individuals and 10 visitor
spots.
Outdoor space involvement may be to add a later hatchery
area or in conjunction with spaces such as employees' lounge.
Efficiency
Building must be efficient in (1) use of space (no excess
circulation areas), (2) functional arrangement of such things as
chemical stores to laboratories, (3) protection of structure from
excessive heat gain, April through October, (4) protect building
from predominantly northwest winds and their cooling effect, (5)
visitor interaction must be immediate to staff.
Functional Alternatives
None reasonable existing.

Form
Quality to be a factor in maintaining an open and somewhat
free site.
Phasing
Building is to be considered as one project with phasing not
a realistic option.

PROBLEM
Function
Function as an intellectual center for field gathering and
an analysis of fresh water animals and plants and protecting the
research from a harsh and somewhat inhospitable environment.
Form
The form must protect the building from wind and sun. It
must add interest to a somewhat bleached out, desolate, and expansive
environment.
Economy
Project should reflect discretion in spending but at the
same time add interest to the surrounding environment.
Time
Center is expected to be maintained at about the same size
with a potential for a fish cultural center (selective breeding

hatchery) on the site.

Access at time of construction to this area

should be of major concern, both vehicular and pedestrian.

FISHERIES RESEARCH CENTER
Space Requirements
Center Director

250 to 300 sq.

Program Director

225 sq. ft.

Administrative Secretaries

250+ sq. ft.

Small Conference

225-250 sq. ft.

Secretarial Pool

600 sq. ft.

Office Supplies

100 sq. ft.

Office Machine

100 sq. ft.

Large Conference or Meeting

800 sq. ft.

Records and Library
Photo

1,500 sq. ft.
75 sq. ft.

Computer Room

200 sq. ft.

Employees' Lounge

500 sq. ft.

Researchers' Office Space

4,000 sq. ft.

Research Spaces:
Dry Labs
Main Laboratory

4,000 sq. ft.

Equipment Laboratories

2,500 sq. ft.

Large Equipment Laboratory
Small Equipment Laboratory
Chromatograph
Radiology
Center Stores

1,000 sq.

Quarantine

300 sq.

Freezing and Storage

400 sq.

Mechanical including coal bunker

1,000 sq.

Staging and Storage

2,500 sq.

Wet Laboratories

3,500 sq.

Men's Lockers

500 sq.

Women's Lockers

500 sq.

Quarantine

300 sq.

Freezing and Storage

400 sq.

Accessory Spaces
Janitor and Minor Storage
Reception
Lobby
Entry
Men's and Women's Rest Rooms

200 sq. ft

Site Analysis
1.

2.

Subsurface Conditions
a.

Clay Soils

b.

Rotten Shale

c.

Water Table--within 15 feet of surface

d.

No Manmade Activity Currents

e.

Seismic Zone 2

Surface Characters
a.

Topograph—essentially flat

b.

Drainage to south toward huge manmade ditch

c.

No flooding problem

d.

Vegetation sparse with only scrubby and brushy type trees-Sage brush and prairie grasses

e.

Top soil thin, windblown

f.

Natural features—Missouri River adjoining site

g.

Fort Peck Dam should be considered as a natural resource

h.

Animals—small rodents such as mice, rabbits, doves, sparrows,
ducks, geese, white tail deer, antelope, beaver, muskrats,
coyote, and mule deer

3.

General Climate
a.

Wind from northwest predominately

b.

Intense heat May-October--solar gain may be a problem even
in winter

c.

Air channeled to northwest direction by hills and a river
bottom—some problems may be caused by extreme heatingcooling due to huge body of water and endless area of
parched earth

d.

Shade (none)

e.

Wind deflection (only into channels)

f.

Heat—deflection in the form of radiant heat and low moisture
content—clay soil--sparse vegetation—water

4.

Manmade Characteristics
a.

Fort Peck Dam totally dominates the environment

b.

Circulation—a couple of deteriorating roads on site—one
road to river well graveled and in good repair

c.

Present circulation combined volume--very low—25 cars per
day in height of summer season

d.

Off-site Faci1ities—essentially all services except medicaldental or legal are available in the town of Fort Peck

e.

Utilities--site adjoining water treatment station on south
and sewage treatment facilities on north—all other utilities
available except natural gas and special phone switching

f.

Services—garbage collection avail able—post office in Fort
Peck

g.

No existing structures on site—couple of semi-abandoned
buildings adjoining site and some riprap stored on site

h.

Allowable uses are open

i.

Dam is predominate historical element in area

j.

No known on or off-site nuisances

k.

Current uses of surrounding property—all Government and
uses oriented toward Fort Peck Dam and lake

5.

Visual Character
a.

Open plain

b.

Rolling hills surrounding site

c.

Predominant element is huge Fort Peck Dam

d.

Ground form—flat with hills rising out of river bottom

e.

No other landmarks other than dam and power houses

f.

No particular visual edge--the actual horizon line or skyline

g.

Visual experience of site similar in all directions

h.

Activity center of area is Fort Peck town—grocery, bar,
summer theater
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